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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
Wednesday, April4, 2001,3:10 p.m.
BARGE 412
AGENDA

I.

ROLL CALL

II.

MOTION NO. 01-20: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Ill. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
IV. COMMUNICATIONS
V.

REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS (30 Minutes)
Faculty Senate Code Committee
Motion No. 01-21: "Proposed changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and
Procedure attached as Exhibit A."
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 01-22: "Revise the General Education Program attached as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-23: "Addition of New Program: BAIBS General Studies Program."
(Exhibit C)

VI. REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CHAIR: (1 0 Minutes)
CHAIR ELECT: (1 0 Minutes)
PRESIDENT: (10 Minutes)
PROPOSED INCREASE IN PARKING FEES: Kevin Higgins, Police Lieutenant (5 Minutes)
CUSTOM PUBLISHING: Michelle Adams, Custom Publishing Manager (10 Minutes)
STUDENT REPORT: (5 Minutes)
SENATE CONCERNS: (5 Minutes)
SENATE COMMITTEES: (25 Minutes)
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe
Budget Committee: Thomas Yeh
Code Committee: Ken Gamon
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak (Exhibit D)
General Education: Loran Cutsinger
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins
Public Affairs Committee: Lad Holden
Research and Development: Charles Li

VII.

OLD BUSINESS

VIII.

NEW BUSINESS

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: April18, 2001***
BARGE 412

Exhibit A

Add "his/her" where appropriate in the Faculty Code.
Rationale: There are places in the Faculty Code that refer only to "his."

Change "provost/vice president for academic affairs" to "provost/senior vice president for academic
affairs" in the Faculty Code.
Rationale: This change is being proposed to reflect the current title change for the provost.

Delete "school" from the title "dean" in the Code.
Rationale: This change is being proposed to reflect the current name change for the School of Business
and Economics to the College of Business. There are no longer any "school" deans.

3.25 Committees
A. The Faculty Senate shall establish the following standing committees, with powers and duties as
described :
8. The Faculty Senate General Education Committee shall be concerned with the study,
development and improvement of the general education program , The committee shall
review and recommend programs and policies of general education in close cooperation with
the college deans.
Rationale: The Faculty Senate passed motion no. 00-56 at its 11/29/00 meeting that changed the
1
Faculty Senate Bylaws , Section IV.B.1 to add an 8 h standing committee, General Education Committee,
which then was defined under the bylaws Section IV.B.3.g.

8. 10 Salary Requests
A.

In order to attract and retain competent, qualified professional personnel , each biennium Central
Washington University will request from the governor and the state legislature sufficient funds to allow
the university to:
1.

Increase average salaries annually in an amount sufficient to be equal to the average of the top
quartile of salaries in the schools approved by the state legislature Higher Education Coordinating
Board for comparison purposes;

Rationale: It is the HECB that approves the list of peer institutions .

Exhibit 8
General Education Program Changes:
Change in prefix and number:
BISC 104
BISC 385
BISC 302
BOT 211
ZOOL 270

to
to
to
to
to

BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL

101
300
302
200
201

Ill. The Natural Sciences
Fundamental Disciplines of Physical and Biological Sciences
An introduction to those sciences that study the fundamentals of physical and life systems .
BISC 104 BIOL 101
Fundamentals of Biology (5)
CHEM 111/111 .1
Introduction to Chemistry and Lab (5)
General Chemistry and Lab (5)
CHEM 181/181.1
GEOL 145/145.1
Physical Geology and Lab (5)
PHYS 111/111.1
Introductory Physics and Lab (5)
PHYS 181/181 .1
General Physics and Lab (5)
Patterns and Connections in the Natural World .
Those sciences that use a knowledge of basic scientific disciplines to examine large and
complex physical and life systems .
ANTH 110/110.1
BISC 385 BIOL 300
BOT 211 BIOL 200
ENST 301
GEOG 107
GEOL 150/145.1
GEOL 170
PHYS 101/101.1
ZOOL 270 BIOL 201

Introduction to Biological Anthropology (5) Optional Lab (1)
Introduction to Evolution (5)
Plants in the Modern World (5)
Earth as an Ecosystem (5)
Introduction to Physical Geography (5)
Geology of National Parks and Lab (5)
Earthquakes, Volcanoes and Climate Change (5)
Astronomy and Lab (5)
Human Physiology (5)

Applications of Natural Science.
These courses explicitly treat social, economic, technological, ethical or other implications of
natural phenomena, of human influence on natural systems, or of responsive scientific
inquiry.
ANTH 314
BISC 302 BIOL 302
CHEM 101
ENST 302
FCSN 245
GEOL 180
lET 101
PHYS 103/103.1

Human Variation and Adaptation in Living Populations (4)
Human Ecology (5)
Contemporary Chemistry (5)
Ecosystems, Resources , Population and Culture (5)
Basic Nutrition (5)
Introduction to Environmental Geology (5)
Modern Technology (5)
Physics of Musical Sounds and Lab (4)

Rationale: Reorganize department to create consistent prefixes across subjects .

Exhibit C
Revised Proposal for a General Studies
Program at the Ellensburg Campus and the University Centers

Introduction:

The failure of the previous B.A./B.S. General Studies proposal to gain Faculty Senate
approval has lead to changes in the program proposal.

Revised structure within the program to insure accountability and oversight.
The revised General Studies Program proposal includes the following oversight and evaluation
mechanisms:
Two new courses:
General Studies 289 Proposal Colloquium (1 credit). The course will include an introduction to
the General Studies Major, interdisciplinary studies, and assist students in designing and
preparing a General Studies degree proposal to be evaluated by a General Studies Committee.
General Studies 489: Senior Colloquium (1 credit). The course is designed as the end of
program assessment for General Studies majors. Students will prepare their comprehensive
degree report and/or descriptive portfolio or project to be submitted to the appropriate General
Studies Committee.
General Studies Coordinators:
Each General Studies Major area will have a coordinator who will be responsible for teaching
General Studies 289 and 489 sections for each of the respective majors, advising majors, and
serving on the General Studies Program Committee related to their major area .
General Studies Program Committees:
Three standing Committee will be established , one for each General Study Major (Humanities,
Social Sciences, Natural Sciences). Each Committee will consist of an associate dean from the
appropriate college, one member from each department included in the area and the General
Studies Coordinator. The committee will be responsible for evaluating the written General
Studies Major proposal prepared by the students when they declare the major and the
comprehensive degree report and/or descriptive portfolio or project which constitute the end-ofprogram assessment. In order to receive the B.A./B.S. degree in General Studies, students must
develop a proposal for a cohesive program of study accepted by the appropriate General Studies
Committee, complete course requirements, and prepare a comprehensive degree report. and/or
descriptive portfolio or project accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee.
Declaring the Major
Student must enroll in General Studies 289 at least three quarters prior to anticipated graduation.
Program proposals must be reviewed and accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee
no later than two quarters prior to anticipated graduation .
The logistics of the graduation process already insures that the period between when a student
declares a General Studies Major and completes the General Studies Major is a minimum of three
quarters. In order to graduate, General Studies students must take General Studies 289 no later
than three quarters before graduation. They must submit their proposal of a cohesive program of
study and that proposal must be accepted by the- appropriate General Studies Committee before

the courses are listed in the students CAPS report which in turn must be evaluated before a
student can apply for graduation. For example- a student who wishes to graduate in June, must
apply for graduation in the first week of Winter quarter and must then have a degree audit, The
student must have already declared a major before their degree audit takes place . Unless the
courses included in the degree have not already been agreed upon, no degree audit can take
place because no CAPS report can be generated.
No Duplication of services between General Studies and the Individual Studies Major
It was suggested that a person interested in a General Studies Major could apply for a Individual
Studies Major. Warren Street notes "The typical Individual Studies major applicant is not
interested in advanced general studies. Instead, he or she tends to be interested in a narrow
academic program that combines two or three conventional disciplines. Resort management, for
example, which might combine leisure studies, business administration, and management.
Other individualized studies majors have pursued a conventional major that leads to professional
certification, only to find in their senior internship experiences that the profession isn't rewarding
for them. We work with them to convert a pre-professional program to an academic program of
equal stature, integrating much of the content coursework they've completed. After several
students request the same individualized studies major, we ask a department to construct a
conventional major for future students. The music business major and primate behavior and
ecology major evolved from these beginnings . Faced with 100-200 liberal studies individualized
studies majors to review, the campus committee that reviews individualized studies majors would
recommend that a General Studies major be added to the catalog."
Note:

The Individual Studies Major will not be deleted as it will continue to meet the
needs of students in the College of Business and College of Education and
Professional Studies.

Revised General Studies Major
The General Studies Majors are for students who have varied interests that may cut across the usual departmental
boundaries and who wish to play a major role in deciding on a suitable curriculum of study. The student earns a
Bachelor of Art in General Studies - Humanities, Bachelor of Science in General Studies- Social Sciences,
Bachelor of Science in General Studies- Natural Sciences degree depending upon the program selected.
Total credits for graduation vary depending on whether student chooses a 62 or 47 degree major.
Students who wish to enroll in General Studies should contact the appropriate coordinator for the various divisions.
B.A. General Studies- Humanities
This division of general studies is for students whose primary interest in the humanities requires interdisciplinary
programs and course selections which are not possible within single academic programs or established curricula .
Students who wish to earn a Bachelor of Arts in Humanities will devise an approved, coherent program of study
with the coordinator which fulfills an academic or career goal and includes prerequisites consistent with the 300400-level major course work.
A. 62 Credit major:
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 (Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 (Senior Colloquium)

1
1

60 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Humanities major, 45 of which must be upper
division. Students specializing in Humanities must take courses in at least three disciplines within the major. No
more than .15 credits of the 60 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education).
60
Total: 62
B.

47 Credit major
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 ( Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 (Senior Colloquium)

45 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Humanities Major, 30 of which must be upper
division. Students specializing in Humanities must take courses in at least three disciplines within the major. No
more than 10 credits of the 45 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education).
45
In addition, a 45 credit major must complete either a traditional departmental minor (20-45 credits) or a second
major, which may be either a traditional major or a General Studies major with a different Major.
20-45
Total 67-92
Courses Approved for the General Studies- Humanities Major
Art (all courses)
Communication (all course)
English (all courses)
Foreign languages (all courses)
History Courses: (all courses)
Humanities (all courses)
Music (all courses)
Philosophy (all courses)
Religious Studies (all courses)
Theater Arts (all courses)
B.S. General Studies- Social Sciences
This division of General Studies is for students whose primary interest in the Social Sciences requires
interdisciplinary programs and course selections which are not possible within single academic programs or
established curricula. Students who wish to earn a Bachelor of Science in Social Sciences will devise an approved,

coherent program of study with the coordinator which fulfills an academic or career goal and includes prerequisites
consistent with the 300-400-level major course work.
A.

62 Credit Major:
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 (Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 ( Senior Colloquium)

60 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Social Sciences Major, 45 of which must be
upper division. Students specializing in Social Sciences must take courses in at least three disciplines within the
major. No more than 15 credits of the 60 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education). 60
Total: 62
B. 47 Credit major
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 (Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 ( Senior Colloquium)
45 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Social Sciences Major, 30 of which must be
upper division. Students specializing in Social Sciences must take courses in at least three disciplines within the
major. No more than 10 credits of the 45 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education). 45
In addition, a 45 credit major must complete either a traditional departmental minor (20-45 credits) or a second
major, which may be either a traditional major or a General Studies major with a different major.
20-45
Total 67-92
Courses Approved for the General Studies - Social Sciences Major
Anthropology: All Anthropology Courses except Natural Sciences-based courses listed below:
Anthropology 110: Introduction to Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 110.1 :Biological Anthropology Laboratory
Anthropology 31 0: Research/Laboratory in Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 311: Advanced Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 312: Human Origins
Anthropology 313: Primate Social Behavior
Anthropology 314: Human Variations and Adaptations in Living Populations
Anthropology 315: Forensic Skeletal Analysis
Anthropology 412: Long Term Primate Studies
Anthropology 416: Pongid Behavior
Anthropology 418: Primate Evolution
Anthropology 495.1: Method and Theory of Biological Anthropology
Business (approved courses only)
Economics (all courses)
Ethnic Studies (all courses)
Geography (all courses except Physical Geography cou rses listed below))
History Courses (all courses):
Law and Justice (all courses)
Political Science (all courses)
Psychology (all courses)
Sociology (all courses)
Women Studies (all courses)
B.S. General Studies - Natural Sciences
This division of general studies is for students who are interested in interdisciplinary programs in biological or
physical sciences or mathematics which offer broader options in course selections than are possible within single
departments. Students who wish to earn a Bachelor of Science degree will devise an approved, coherent program
of study with the coordinator which fulfills an academic or career goal and includes prerequisites consistent with
the 300-400-level major course work.

A.62 Credit major:
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 (Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 (Senior Colloquium)
60 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Natural Sciences Major, 45 of which must be
upper division. Students specializing in Natural Sciences must take courses in at least three disciplines within the
major. No more than 15 credits of the 60 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education). 60
Total: 62
B. 47 Credit major
Required Courses :
*General Studies 289 ( Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 ( Senior Colloquium)
45 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Natural Sciences Major, 30 of which must be
upper division. Students specializing in Natural Sciences must take courses in at least three disciplines within the
major. No more than 10 credits of the 45 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education). 45
In addition, a 45 credit major must complete either a traditional departmental minor (20-45 credits) or a second
major, which may be either a traditional major or a General Studies major with a different Major.
20-45
Total: 67-92
Courses Approved for the General Studies - Natural Sciences Major
Anthropology (Biological Anthropology)
Anthropology 110: Introduction to Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 110.1:Biological Anthropology Laboratory
Anthropology 310: Research/Laboratory in Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 311: Advanced Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 312: Human Origins
Anthropology 313: Primate Social Behavior
Anthropology 314: Human Variations and Adaptations in Living Populations
Anthropology 315: Forensic Skeletal Analysis
Anthropology 412: Long Term Primate Studies
Anthropology 416: Pongid Behavior
Anthropology 418: Primate Evolution
Anthropology 495.1 : Method and Theory of Biological Anthropology
Biological Sciences (all courses)
Chemistry (all courses)
Computer Science (All courses)
Geology
Geography (Physical geography courses only)
Geography 107: Introduction to Physical Geography
Geography 386: Geomorphology
Geography 387: Pedology
Geography 388: Climatology
Geography 476: Advanced Geomorphology
Geography 4 77 : Advanced Pedology
Geography 478: Advanced Climatology
Geography 479: Geography of the West (both NS and SS)
Mathematics (all courses)
Physics (all courses)

Exhibit D
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Report
Program Name Change
B.S. Administrative Management specializations:
Office Management to
Office Systems to
Retail Management to

Administrative Management
Information Technology
Retail Management & Technology

B.A. Anthropology:
Museology Specialization to Museum Studies Specialization
Museology Minor- Museum Studies Minor

Program Deletion
Music: Teaching Instrumental Music (K-12) -Minor
Music: Teaching Broad area Choral and Instrumental Music (K-12)- Minor
Music: Teaching Choral Music (K-12)- Minor
Rationale: The deletion of the above minors is necessitated by the recent action of the OSPI of
the state of Washington, in which the endorsement of music as a supporting area has been
eliminated.
B.A. Political Science Teaching - Major
Political Science Teaching - Minor

Miscellaneous Information
Biological Sciences - prefix change to BIOL replacing BISC, BOT, ZOOL

PARKING FUND
Revenue & Expenditures
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2000

PARKING FUND
REVENUES FOR FY 1999-2000
Mise

REVENUES
Parking Fees
Parking Meter
Parking Fines
Mise
TOTAL REVENUES

1%

$308,158
47,522
208,544
5,194
$569,418

Fines

Fees
54%

~

Meter
8%

_
PARKING FUND
EXPENDITURES FOR 1999-2000

Equip. &
Depreciation

EXPENDITURES
Salaries
Benefits
Personal Services
Good & Services
Repairs & Maintenance
Equip. & Depreciation
Total Expenditures

$134,081
30,061
28,706
146,254
73,209
102,591
$514,902

~~:ries

u ·
Repairs &
Maintenance
14%

Good&
Services
28%

_j
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
Wednesday, April 4, 2001, 3:10p.m.
BARGE 412
AGENDA

I.

ROLL CALL

II.

MOTION NO. 01-20: CHANGES TO AND A PPROVAL OF AGENDA

Ill. APPROVAL OF MINUTES ...
IV. COMMUNICATIONS
V.

-
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REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS (30 Minutes}
Faculty Senate Code Committee - /h1W;I
Motion No. 01-21: "Proposed c~anges to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and
Procedure attached as Exhibit A."
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
~
Motion No. 01-22: "Revise the General Education Program attached as Exhibit B.'.._,o
Motion No. 0 -23.: ~~~d~o n of New Program : BAIBS General Studies Program.''
(Exhibit C)
fZ;~)

VI. REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CHAIR: (10 Minutes)
CHAIR ELECT: (10 Minutes)
PRESIDENT: (10 Minutes)
PROPOSED INCREASE IN PARKING FEES: Kevin Higgins, Police Lieutenant (5 Minutes)
CUSTOM PUBLISH ING: Michelle Adams, Custom Publishing Manager (10 Minutes)
STUDENT REPORT: (5 Minutes)
SENATE CONCERNS: (5 Minutes)
SENATE COMMITTEES: (25 Minutes)
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe
Budget Committee: Thomas Yeh
Code Committee: Ken Gamon
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak (Exhibit D)
General Education: Loran Cutsinger
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins
Public Affairs Committee: Lad Holden
Research and Development: Charles Li

VII.

OLD BUSINESS

Vlll.

NEW BUSINESS

IX.

ADJOURNMENT
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: April18, 2001 ***
BARGE 412

Exhibit A

Add "his/her" where appropriate in the Faculty Code .
Rationale: There are places in the Faculty Code that refer only to "his."
Change "provost/vice president for academic affairs" to "provost/senior vice president for academic
affairs" in the Faculty Code.
Rationale: This change is being proposed to reflect the current title change for the provost.
Delete "school" from the title "dean" in the Code.
r Rationale: This change is being proposed to reflect the current name change for the School of Business
and Economics to the College of Business. There are no longer any "school" deans.

3.25 Committees

A. The Faculty Senate shall establish the following standing committees, with powers and duties as
described :

.6.. The Faculty·Senate General Education Committee shall be coneeroed with the study.
development and improvement of the general education· r:>rogram . The eommittee shall
review and recommend programs an<il policies 0f aeneral education jn close coooeration with
the college deans.
Rationale: The Faculty Senate passed motion no. 00-56 at its 11/29/00 meeting that changed the
1
Faculty Senate Bylaws , Section IV.B.1 to add an 8 h standing committee, General Education Committee,
which then was defined under the bylaws Section IV.B.3.g.

8. 10 Salary Reguests
A. In order to attract and retain competent, qualified professional personnel, each biennium Central
Washington University will request from the governor and the state legislature sufficient funds to allow
the university to:
1.

Increase average salaries annually in an amount sufficient to be equal to the average of the top
quartile of salaries in the schools approved by the state leQislature Higher Education Coordinating
~ for comparison purposes;

Rationale: It is the HECB that approves the list of peer institutions.

Exhibit B
General Education Program Changes :
Change in prefix and number:
BISC 104
BISC 385
BISC 302
BOT211
ZOOL 270

to
to
to
to
to

BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL

101
300
302
200
201

Ill. The Natural Sciences
Fundamental Disciplines of Physical and Biological Sciences
An introduction to those sciences that study the fundamentals of physical and life systems .
BISC 104 BIOL 101
Fundamentals of Biology (5)
CHEM 111/111.1
Introduction to Chemistry and Lab (5)
CHEM 181/181.1
General Chemistry and Lab (5)
GEOL 145/145.1
Physical Geology and Lab (5)
PHYS 111/111.1
Introductory Physics and Lab (5)
PHYS 181/181.1
General Physics and Lab (5)
Patterns and Connections in the Natural World.
Those sciences that use a knowledge of basic scientific disciplines to examine large and
complex physical and life systems.
ANTH 110/110.1
BISC 385 BIOL 300
BOT 211 BIOL 200
ENST 301
GEOG 107
GEOL 150/145.1
GEOL 170
PHYS 101/101.1
ZGGb 270 BIOL 201

Introduction to Biological Anthropology (5) Optional Lab (1)
Introduction to Evolution (5)
Plants in the Modern World (5)
Earth as an Ecosystem (5)
Introduction to Physical Geography (5)
Geology of National Parks and Lab (5)
Earthquakes, Volcanoes and Climate Change (5)
Astronomy and Lab (5)
Human Physiology (5)

Applications of Natural Science.
These courses explicitly treat social, economic, technological, ethical or other implications of
natural phenomena, of human influence on natural systems, or of responsive scientific
inquiry.
ANTH 314
BISC 302 BIOL 302
CHEM 101
ENST 302
FCSN 245
GEOL 180
lET 101
PHYS 103/103.1

Human Variation and Adaptation in Living Populations (4)
Human Ecology (5)
Contemporary Chemistry (5)
Ecosystems, Resources, Population and Culture (5)
Basic Nutrition (5)
Introduction to Environmental Geology (5)
Modern Technology (5)
Physics of Musical Sounds and Lab (4)

Rationale: Reorganize department to create consistent prefixes across subjects.

Exhibit C
Revised Proposal for a General Studies
Program at the Ellensburg Campus and the University Centers

Introduction:

The failure of the previous B.A./B.S. General Studies proposal to gain Faculty Senate
approval has lead to changes in the program proposal.

Revised structure within the program to insure accountability and oversight.
The revised General Studies Program proposal includes the following oversight and evaluation
mechanisms:
Two new courses:
General Studies 289 Proposal Colloquium (1 credit). The course will include an introduction to
the General Studies Major, interdisciplinary studies, and assist students in designing and
preparing a General Studies degree proposal to be evaluated by a General Studies Committee.
General Studies 489: Senior Colloquium (1 credit). The course is designed as the end of
program assessment for General Studies majors. Students will prepare their comprehensive
degree report and/or descriptive portfolio or project to be submitted to the appropriate General
Studies Committee.
General Studies Coordinators:
Each General Studies Major area will have a coordinator who will be responsible for teaching
General Studies 289 and 489 sections for each of the respective majors, advising majors, and
serving on the General Studies Program Committee related to their major area.
General Studies Program Committees:
Three standing Committee will be established, one for each General Study Major (Humanities,
Social Sciences, Natural Sciences). Each Committee will consist of an associate dean from the
appropriate college, one member from each department included in the area and the General
Studies Coordinator. The committee will be responsible for evaluating the written General
Studies Major proposal prepared by the students when they declare the major and the
comprehensive degree report and/or descriptive portfolio or project which constitute the end-ofprogram assessment. In order to receive the B.A./B.S. degree in General Studies, students must
develop a proposal for a cohesive program of study accepted by the appropriate General Studies
Committee, complete course requirements, and prepare a comprehensive degree report. and/or
descriptive portfolio or project accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee.
Declaring the Major
Student must enroll in General Studies 289 at least three quarters prior to anticipated graduation.
Program proposals must be reviewed and accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee
no later than two quarters prior to anticipated graduation,
The logistics of the graduation process already insures that the period between when a student
declares a General Studies Major and completes the General Studies Major is a minimum of three
quarters. In order to graduate, General Studies students must take General Studies 289 no later
than three quarters before graduation. They must submit their proposal of a cohesive program of
study and that proposal must be accepted by the- appropriate General Studies Committee before

the courses are listed in the students CAPS report which in turn must be evaluated before a
student can apply for graduation. For example- a student who wishes to graduate in June, must
apply for graduation in the first week of Winter quarter and must then have a degree audit, The
student must have already declared a major before their degree audit takes place . Unless the
courses included in the degree have not already been agreed upon, no degree audit can take
place because no CAPS report can be generated.

No Duplication of services between General Studies and the Individual Studies Major
It was suggested that a person interested in a General Studies Major could apply for a Individual
Studies Major. Warren·Street notes "The typical Individual Studies major applicant is not
interested in advanced general studies . Instead; he or she tends to be interested in a narrow
academic program that combines two or three conventional disciplines. Resort management, for
example, which might combine leisure studies, business administration, and management.
Other individualized studies majors have pursued a conventional major that leads to professional
certification, only to find in their senior internship experiences that the profession isn't rewarding
for them . We work with them to convert a pre-professional program to an academic program of
equal stature, integrating much of the content coursework they've completed. After several
students request the same individualized studies major, we ask a department to construct a
conventional major for future students. The music business major and primate behavior and
ecology major evolved from these beginnings. Faced with 100-200 liberal studies individualized
studies majors to review, the campus committee that reviews individualized studies majors would
recommend that a General Studies major be added to the catalog ."

Note:

The Individual Studies Major will not be deleted as it will continue to meet the
needs of students in the College of Business and College of Education and
Professional Studies.

Revised General Studies Major
The General Studies Majors are for students who have varied interests that may cut across the usual departmental
boundaries and who wish to play a major role in deciding on a suitable curriculum of study . The student earns a
Bachelor of Art in General Studies- Humanities, Bachelor of Science in General Studies - Social Sciences,
Bachelor of Science in General Studies- Natural Sciences degree depending upon the program selected .
Total credits for graduation vary depending on whether student chooses a 62 or 47 degree major.
Students who wish to enroll in General Studies should contact the appropriate coordinator for the various divisions.
B.A. General Studies- Humanities
This division of general studies is for students whose primary interest in the humanities requires interdisciplinary
programs and course selections which are not possible within single academic programs or established curricula.
Students who wish to earn a Bachelor of Arts in Humanities will devise an approved, coherent program of study
with the coordinator which fulfills an academic or career goal and includes prerequisites consistent with the 300400-level major course work.
A.

62 Credit major:
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 (Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 (Senior Colloquium)

1

60 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Humanities major, 45 of which must be upper
division. Students specializing in Humanities must take courses in at least three disciplines within the major. No
more than .15 credits of the 60 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education).
60
Total: 62
B.

47 Credit major
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 (Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 ( Senior Colloquium)

1
1

45 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Humanities Major, 30 of which must be upper
division. Students specializing in Humanities must take courses in at least three disciplines within the major. No
more than 10 credits of the 45 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education).
45
In addition, a 45 credit major must complete either a traditional departmental minor (20-45 credits) or a second
major, which may be either a traditional major or a General Studies major with a different Major.
20-45
Total 67-92
Courses Approved for the General Studies- Humanities Major
Art (all courses)
Communication (all course)
English (all courses)
Foreign languages (all courses)
History Courses: (all courses)
Humanities (all courses)
Music (all courses)
Philosophy (all courses)
Religious Studies {all courses)
Theater Arts (all courses)
B.S. General Studies- Social Sciences
This division of General Studies is for students whose primary interest in the Social Sciences requires
interdisciplinary programs and course selections which are not possible within single academic programs or
established curricula . Students who wish to earn a Bachelor of Science in Social Sciences will devise an approved,

coherent program of study with the coordinator which fulfills an academic or career goal and includes prerequisites
consistent with the 300-400-level major course work.
A.

62 Credit Major:
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 ( Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 ( Senior Colloquium)

60 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Social Sciences Major, 45 of which must be
upper division . Students specializing in Social Sciences must take courses in at least three disciplines within the
major. No more than 15 credits of the 60 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education). 60
Total: 62
B. 47 Credit major
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 ( Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 ( Senior Colloquium)

1
1

45 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Social Sciences Major, 30 of which must be
upper division. Students specializing in Social Sciences must take courses in at least three disciplines within the
major. No more than 10 credits of the 45 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education). 45
In addition, a 45 credit major must complete either a traditional departmental minor (20-45 credits) or a second
major, which may be either a traditional major or a General Studies major with a different major.
20-45
Total 67-92
Courses Approved for the General Studies - Social Sciences Major
Anthropology: All Anthropology Courses except Natural Sciences-based courses listed below:
Anthropology 110: Introduction to Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 110.1:Biological Anthropology Laboratory
Anthropology 310: Research/Laboratory in Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 311 : Advanced Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 312: Human Origins
Anthropology 313: Primate Social Behavior
Anthropology 314: Human Variations and Adaptations in Living Populations
Anthropology 315: Forensic Skeletal Analysis
Anthropology 412: Long Term Primate Studies
Anthropology 416: Pongid Behavior
Anthropology 418 : Primate Evolution
Anthropology 495.1: Method and Theory of Biological Anthropology
Business (approved courses only)
Economics (all courses)
Ethnic Studies (all courses)
Geography (all courses except Physical Geography courses listed below))
History Courses (all courses):
Law and Justice (all courses)
Political Science (all courses)
Psychology (all courses)
Sociology (all courses)
Women Studies (all courses)
B.S. General Studies - Natural Sciences
This division of general studies is for students who are interested in interdisciplinary programs in biological or
physical sciences or mathematics which offer broader options in course selections than are possible within single
departments. Students who wish to earn a Bachelor of Science degree will devise an approved, coherent program
of study with the coordinator which fulfills an academic or career goal and includes prerequisites consistent with
the 300-400-level major course work.

A.62 Credit major:
Required Courses:
*General Studies 289 (Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 (Senior Colloquium)
60 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Natural Sciences Major, 45 of which must be
upper division. Students specializing in Natural Sciences must take courses in at least three disciplines within the
major. No more than 15 credits of the 60 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education). 60
Total: 62
B. 47 Credit major
Required Courses :
*General Studies 289 ( Proposal Colloquium)
*General Studies 489 (Senior Colloquium)
45 credits must be taken from the list of courses approved for the Natural Sciences Major, 30 of which must be
upper division. Students specializing in Natural Sciences must take courses in at least three disciplines within the
major. No more than 10 credits of the 45 may be numbered 490 (Cooperative Education) . 45
In addition, a 45 credit major must complete either a traditional departmental minor (20-45 credits) or a second
major, which may be either a traditional major or a General Studies major with a different Major.
20-45
Total : 67-92
Courses Approved for the General Studies - Natural Sciences Major
Anthropology (Biological Anthropology)
Anthropology 110: Introduction to Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 110.1 :Biological Anthropology Laboratory
Anthropology 310: Research/Laboratory in Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 311 : Advanced Biological Anthropology
Anthropology 312: Human Origins
Anthropology 313: Primate Social Behavior
Anthropology 314: Human Variations and Adaptations in Living Populations
Anthropology 315: Forensic Skeletal Analysis
Anthropology 412: Long Term Primate Studies
Anthropology 416: Pongid Behavior
Anthropology 418: Primate Evolution
Anthropology 495.1: Method and Theory of Biological Anthropology
Biological Sciences (all courses)
Chemistry (all courses)
Computer Science (All courses)
Geology
Geography (Physical geography courses only)
Geography 107: Introduction to Physical Geography
Geography 386: Geomorphology
Geography 387 : Pedology
Geography 388 : Climatology
Geography 476 : Advanced Geomorphology
Geography 477: Advanced Pedology
Geography 478: Advanced Climatology
Geography 479: Geography of the West (both NS and SS)
Mathematics (all courses)
Physics (all courses)

Exhibit D
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Report
Program Name Change
B.S. Administrative Management specializations:
Office Management to
Office Systems to
Retail Management to

Administrative Management
Information Technology
Retail Management & Technology

B.A. Anthropology:
Museology Specialization to Museum Studies Specialization
Museology Minor- Museum Studies Minor

Program Deletion
Music: Teaching Instrumental Music (K-12) -Minor
Music: Teaching Broad area Choral and Instrumental Music (K-12)- Minor
Music: Teaching Choral Music (K-12)- Minor
Rationale: The deletion of the above minors is necessitated by the recent action of the OS PI of
the state of Washington, in which the endorsement of music as a supporting area has been
eliminated.
B.A. Political Science Teaching - Major
Political Science Teaching - Minor

Miscellaneous Information
Biological Sciences- prefix change to BIOL replacing BISC, BOT, ZOOL

PARKING FUND
Revenue & Expenditures
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2000

PARKING FUND
REVENUES FOR FY 1999-2000
Mise

REVENUES
Parking Fees
Parking Meter
Parking Fines
Mise
TOTAL REVENUES

1%

$308,158
47,522
208,544
5,194
$569,418

Fines
37%
Fees
54%

8%

PARKING FUND
EXPENDITURES FOR 1999-2000

Equip. &
Depreciation

EXPENDITURES
Salaries
Benefits
Personal Services
Good & Services
Repairs & Maintenance
Equip. & Depreciation
Total Expenditures

Salaries
26%

20%

$134,081
30,061
28,706
146,254
73,209
102,591
$514,902

Repairs &
Maintenance
14%

~Be~;.ms
~~ersonal

Svcs.

6%

Good&
Services
26%

MINUTES
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: April4, 2001
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate
Presiding Officer:
Joshua Nelson
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Senators :
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except Buergel , Cocheba, Coleman, D'Acquisto,
Eubanks , Holtfreter, Gunn .
Michelle Adams, Ken Gamon, Kevin Higgins, Richard Mack, Don Nixon, Warren Street, Rasco Tolman,
Carolyn Wells.

CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA MOTION NO. 01-20 (Passed): The agenda was approved as
changed : "Under Reports and Discussion Items, add Update on the Provost/Senior Vice President for Academic Affa irs
Search by Linda Beath."
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the March 7, 2001 Faculty Senate meeting were approved as circulated .
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request)
No communications.

REPORTS:
A.
ACTION ITEMS:
Faculty Senate Code Committee
Motion No. 01-21 (Passed): Ken Gamon , on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, proposed a
motion that after debate was adopted : "Revise the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedures attached
as Exhibit A."
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
Motion No. 01-22 (Passed): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, proposed
a motion that after discussion was approved: "Revise the General Education Program attached as Exhibit B."
Motion No. 01-23 (Tabled): Senator Culjak, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, proposed
a motion that after debate was tabled: "Addition of New Program: BAIBS General Studies Program." (Exhibit C)
Discussion: Concerns were expressed that there is a possibility that the general studies major would draw
students away from smaller more traditional majors, thereby jeopardizing their existence. Additionally, some
Senators expressed the desire to see more departmental overview in order to identify select courses that are
appropriate for this type of major.
Motion No. 01-24 (Passed): Senator Braunstein proposed a motion that was adopted : "Table Motion No. 0123: Addition of BAIBS General Studies Program ."
Discussion: Senator Braunstein stated that he would like the motion tabled in order to evaluate whether the
final form of performance-based budgeting will adequately address academic considerations in the evaluation
of programs .
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DISCUSSION ITEMS:
1.
CHAIR: 1. Chair Nelson informed Senators that the deadline for ordering academic regalia for both
commencements and Honors Convocation is April 12, 2001. He also urged Senators to participate in these
events. 2. Chair Nelson referred Senators to the synopsis of the Senate's state budget that was distributed
to the faculty. He explained that the synopsis came from Linda Schactler, interim director of government
relations, in an effort to keep faculty apprised of the budget situation in Olympia. An immediate concern
regarding faculty is a proposal in the Senate budget that would give state universities the option to reduce
employer contributions to retirement benefits to a flat 5-percent. Also, there may be another budget cut on
top of the one Central sustained last fall. The ultimate consequences of the budget cut are unknown at this
time.
2.
CHAIR ELECT: Chair Elect Holden added to Chair Nelson's report by stating that after reviewing the
Senate budget it is probable that Central will end up with another budget reduction for the year. However,
unlike last year, this cut is anticipated and Central will be able to better plan. He reminded Senators that
Central still must teach 200 FTE more than was taught last year and asked Senators to send him
recommendations of how to go about meeting this demand. 2. Chair Elect Holden informed Senators that,
beginning fall quarter, there will be a new classroom scheduling procedure. 3. Chair Elect Holden proposed
creating a data base to store professional records used for faculty promotion, tenure and merit. The goal is
to streamline the process and eliminate the hours spent manually gathering this information. He asked
Senators to ask faculty in their departments about this proposal and send feedback to him .
3.
PRESIDENT: President Mcintyre began her report by advising Senators not to over react to any single
budget that comes from Olympia . The Senate budget did catch a lot of people by surprise, but it is not the
last word on budgets . The House is now in the process of preparing their budget, so Central will continue
visiting Olympia to present their case . The hope is that the House will turn the budget around to again fully
fund salary increases. She explained that the Council of President's stand is that salaries are still a priority
in institutional budgets even if it comes as a trade-off for enrollment. At Central's request, the Senate and
the governor have proposed re-basing Central's enrollment at 7470, which is a more realistic goal.
However, as was announced earlier in the year, there will be some budget consequences as a result of the
re-base . So far this year's figures suggest Central is approximately 200 FTE below the re-base . An
immediate consequence of this will be a tuition shortfall. The easiest way to avoid a budget cut is to meet
the 7470 enrollment target which Central is working hard to do. The university also continues to lobby for
the music education building and its request to have some money held in reserve that can be returned to the
institution for addressing enrollment issues. In summary, Central will probably have some sort of budget cut
but there are too many unknowns at this point to project the amount of the cut.

4.

5.

President Mcintyre referred to the performance-based budgeting process currently taking place on campus
and reassured Senators that this process is still not meant to be used as formula funding . The goal is to
have a planning instrument in place to help create ways that will not hurt the instructional mission and
student life on campus. She referred to the Quality of Life facility that Central hopes will be an important
project in helping to be competitive with other universities. For those interested in this issue there will be a
community forum tonight, April 18, 2001.
PROVOST SEARCH UPDATE: Senator Beath, Chair of the Provost/Senior Vice President for Academic
Affairs' Search committee, presented an update of the committee's work. The committee has reviewed over
80 applicant files , conducted telephone and in-person interviews with semi finalists, and have received
reference checks completed by an independent outside consulting firm. The committee will meet, select
and announce finalists during the week of April 9, 2001 . There will be faculty forums scheduled for each
candidate . During these forums candidates will be asked to speak about their academic passion followed
by a question and answer period. The forums will also be transmitted two-way interactive video to the offcampus sites .
PROPOSED INCREASE IN PARKING FEES: Kevin Higgins, Campus Police Lieutenant, presented a
program regarding the proposal to increase parking fees. Proposed increases to faculty and staff will be
$10 Fall of 2001 and another $10 Fall of 2002 . Proposed increases to students will be $5 Fall of 2001 and
another $5 Fall of 2002. The rationale behind the varied increases is that faculty and staff have reserved
parking available specifically for them as well as use of the student lots. One of the reasons given for the
proposed increase is for land acquisition. Central has been offered property to purchase for parking, but the
university has not had the available funding . Parking is entirely self-support and is responsible for funding
three full-time civil service positions and nine student positions . Other funding responsibilities include all lot
maintenance such as snow removal, sanding, signage, lighting, striping and weed control and the support of
the ASSP project.
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CUSTOM PUBLISHING: Michelle Adams, Academic Materials Coordinator, presented information
regarding the University Store's custom publishing service. This service provides curriculum tailored
specifically to student's needs. Instructors provide the material for copying, departments save money on
copy machine expenses related to handouts and students pay much less for a single coursepack compared
to multiple texts. Features and benefits of this service include free pick up of materials, free pagination and
table of contents, free laminated desk copy, copyright clearance , high-quality, attractive coursepacks, 24
hour turn around on reorders (first three weeks of.quarter), and assistance in design and implementation.
Ms. Adams invited Senators to contact her if they have questions.
STUDENT REPORT: Senator Sutton distributed a document titled Current List of Student Evaluation
Questions that she created using examples from numerous institutions nation-wide for the course
information guide she is proposing . She stated that she had been working with the University of
Washington's institutional research department who creates and sells evaluation packets to other
universities in the country and are also leading schools in the creation of student evaluation questions . She
further stated that she is working with the attorney general to work out legal details in creating the course
information guide. Senator Sutton then informed Senators that in the interest of time she would not seek
Faculty Senate approval for this document. She will instead get the support of as many professors as
possible who are willing to participate. The target date for implementation is this fall quarter.
SENATE CONCERNS: Several concerns were expressed regarding the enrichment course process .
Student Senator Delgado called attention to several issues: 1. Why is a $25 late fee being assessed for
enrichment courses, 2. What is the withdrawal policy for enrichment courses, 3. When will students be
notified that an enrichment course is canceled due to lack of enrollment so they may drop the course without
paying tuition, 4. What does the prefix UNIV stand for, and 5. Who runs the program so that students have
a place to go to ask questions. Senator Culjak stated that enrichment courses go through the respective
departments except when the course is interdisciplinary. In this case students can speak to the dean or
chair of those departments or the faculty who are teaching the course. She further stated that it was the
Curriculum Committee's understanding that there would not be a late fee assessed to students registering
into enrichment courses and that she would look into this issue . There are over 230 students registered for
enrichment courses spring quarter.
Senator Sutton asked why REGI allowed students to enroll in courses requiring prerequisites? Carolyn
Wells answered by stating that the current registration system could not accommodate all the prerequisites
that need to be flagged but that the new system will accommodate all the necessary flags when it is put in
place. It is also ultimately the responsibility of the student to read their catalog and know what prerequisites
they are required to take.
Senator Sutton asked if there is a course syllabi format that instructors are required to use? Senator Beath
stated that the Center for Teaching and Learning uses a syllabi format that meets NCATE standards .
Senator Donahoe stated that there is a policy in section 5 of the CWU policies manual that has an outline of
minimum requirements for a course syllabi.
Senator Schaeffer yielded the floor to Associate Vice President Mack who reported on a proposal to add
specializations to Central Washington University diplomas. Currently, only the degree program is posted on
the diploma. This is primarily a concern with regard to graduate students who lie in a larger degree that
does not reflect the actual specialization that a student has received. A master of fine arts can imply music,
art and photography. When Josten printed Central's diplomas the specialization and degree were both
printed on the diploma. When Central began printing its own diplomas their technology could not
accommodate printing both . A poll of graduate students will be conducted and feedback will be presented at
a future meeting .

9.

FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS:
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Senator Donhoe informed Senators that the Academic Affairs
Committee will bring to vote at the next meeting the addition of a Media Technology and Equipment
Committee.
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report.
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CODE COMMITTEE: Ken Gamon informed Senators that there will be a Faculty Code Hearing April
11, 2001 at 3:00 p.m. in Barge 412, CWU SeaTac Center and CWU Lynnwood Center. The hearing will
be canceled if five responses are not received . Due to technical difficulties, the committee extended the
deadline to receive responses in the Faculty Senate office until Friday, April 6, 2001 .
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: Senator Culjak presented a report attached as Exhibit D.
GENERAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE: No report.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: Charles Li presented a an update on the university-wide faculty
development funds. The committee has received seven applications requesting a dollar amount of
approximately $32,000. The available funds total only $15,000. The committee will make their final
selections in the middle of April.

OLD BUSINESS: No old business .
NEW BUSINESS: No new business.
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: April18, 2001***
BARGE 412
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Exhibit A
Add "his/her" where appropriate in the Faculty Code.
Rationale: There are places in the Faculty Code that refer only to "his."
Change "provost/vice president for academic affairs" to "provost/senior vice president for academic affairs" in the
Faculty Code.
Rationale: This change is being proposed to reflect the current title change for the provost.
Delete "school" from the title "dean" in the Code.
Rationale: This change is being proposed to reflect the current name change for the School of Business and
Economics to the College of Business. There are no longer any "school" deans.

3.25 Committees
A.

The Faculty Senate shall establish the following standing committees, with powers and duties as described:
8.

The Faculty Senate General Education Committee shall be concerned with the study. development and
improvement of the general education program. The committee shall review and recommend programs and
policies of general education in close cooperation with the college deans.

Rationale: The Faculty Senate passed motion no. 00-56 at its 11/29/00 meeting that changed the Faculty Senate
Bylaws, Section IV.B.1 to add an 81h standing committee, General Education Committee, which then was defined under
the bylaws Section IV.B.3.g .

8. 10 Salary Requests
A. In order to attract and retain competent, qualified professional personnel, each biennium Central Washington
University will request from the governor and the state legislature sufficient funds to allow the university to:
1.

Increase average salaries annually in an amount sufficient to be equal to the average of the top quartile of
salaries in the schools approved by the state legis~ Higher Education Coordinating Board for comparison
purposes;

Rationale: It is the HECB that approves the list of peer institutions.

Exhibit B
General Education Program Changes:
Change in prefix and number:
BISC 104
BISC 385
BISC 302
BOT 211
ZOOL 270

to
to
to
to
to

BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
BIOL

101
300
302
200
201
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Ill. The Natural Sciences
Fundamental Disciplines of Physical and Biological Sciences
An introduction to those sciences that study the fundamentals of physical and life systems.
BISC 104 BIOL 101
Fundamentals of Biology (5)
Introduction to Chemistry and Lab (5)
CHEM 111/111.1
CHEM 181/181.1
General Chemistry and Lab (5)
GEOL 145/145.1
Physical Geology and Lab (5)
PHYS 111/111.1
Introductory Physics and Lab (5)
PHYS 181/181.1
General Physics and Lab (5)
Patterns and Connections in the Natural World .
Those sciences that use a knowledge of basic scientific disciplines to examine large and complex physical
and life systems.
ANTH 110/110.1
~ga BIOL300

BOT 211 BIOL 200
ENST 301
GEOG 107
GEOL 150/145.1
GEOL 170
PHYS 101/101.1
ZOOL 270 BIOL 201

Introduction to Biological Anthropology (5) Optional Lab (1)
Introduction to Evolution (5)
Plants in the Modern World (5)
Earth as an Ecosystem (5)
Introduction to Physical Geography (5)
Geology of National Parks and Lab (5)
Earthquakes , Volcanoes and Climate Change (5)
Astronomy and Lab (5)
Human Physiology (5)

Applications of Natural Science.
These courses explicitly treat social, economic, technological, ethical or other implications of natural
phenomena, of human influence on natural systems , or of responsive scientific inquiry.
ANTH 314
BISC 302 BIOL 302
CHEM 101
ENST 302
FCSN 245
GEOL 180
lET 101
PHYS 103/103.1

Human Variation and Adaptation in Living Populations (4)
Human Ecology (5)
Contemporary Chemistry (5)
Ecosystems, Resources, Population and Culture (5)
Basic Nutrition (5)
Introduction to Environmental Geology (5)
Modern Technology (5)
Physics of Musical Sounds and Lab (4)

Rationale: Reorganize department to create consistent prefixes across subjects.
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Exhibit C
Revised Proposal for a General Studies
Program at the Ellensburg Campus and the University Centers
Introduction:

The failure of the previous B.A./B.S. General Studies proposal to gain Faculty Senate approval has
lead to changes in the program proposal.

Revised structure within the program to insure accountability and oversight.
The revised General Studies Program proposal includes the following oversight and evaluation mechanisms :
Two new courses:
General Studies 289 Proposal Colloquium (1 credit) . The course will include an introduction to the General
Studies Major, interdisciplinary studies , and assist students in designing and preparing a General Studies
degree proposal to be evaluated by a General Studies Committee .
General Studies 489 : Senior Colloquium (1 credit) . The course is designed as the end of program assessment
for General Studies majors. Students will prepare their comprehensive degree report and/or descriptive
portfolio or project to be submitted to the appropriate General Studies Committee.
General Studies Coordinators:
Each General Studies Major area will have a coordinator who will be responsible for teaching General Studies
289 and 489 sections for each of the respective majors, advising majors, and serving on the General Studies
Program Committee related to their major area.
General Studies Program Committees:
Three standing Committee will be established, one for each General Study Major (Humanities, Social Sciences,
Natural Sciences). Each Committee will consist of an associate dean from the appropriate college, one
member from each department included in the area and the General Studies Coordinator. The committee will
be responsible for evaluating the written General Studies Major proposal prepared by the students when they
declare the major and the comprehensive degree report and/or descriptive portfolio or project which constitute
the end-of-program assessment. In order to receive the B.A./B.S . degree in General Studies, students must
develop a proposal for a cohesive program of study accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee,
complete course requirements, and prepare a comprehensive degree report. and/or descriptive portfolio or
project accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee .
Declaring the Major
Student must enroll in General Studies 289 at least three quarters prior to anticipated graduation. Program
proposals must be reviewed and accepted by the appropriate General Studies Committee no later than two
quarters prior to anticipated graduation.
The logistics of the graduation process already insures that the period between when a student declares a
General Studies Major and completes the General Studies Major is a minimum of three quarters. In order to
graduate, General Studies students must take General Studies 289 no later than three quarters before
graduation. They must submit their proposal of a cohesive program of study and that proposal must be accepted
by the- appropriate General Studies Committee before the courses are listed in the students CAPS report which
in turn must be evaluated before a student can apply for graduation . For example- a student who wishes to
graduate in June, must apply for graduation in the first week of Winter quarter and must then have a degree
audit, The student must have already declared a major before their degree audit takes place. Unless the courses
included in the degree have not already been agreed upon, no degree audit can take place because no CAPS
report can be generated .
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No Duplication of services between General Studies and the Individual Studies Major
It was suggested that a person interested in a General Studies Major could apply for a Individual Studies Major.
Warren Street notes "The typical Individual Studies major applicant is not interested in advanced general
studies. Instead, he or she tends to be interested in a narrow academic program that combines two or three
conventional disciplines. Resort management, for example , which might combine leisure studies, business
administration, and management. Other individualized studies majors have pursued a conventional major that
leads to professional certification, only to find in their senior internship experiences that the profession isn't
rewarding for them. We work with them to convert a pre-professional program to an academic program of
equal stature, integrating much of the content coursework they've completed. After several students request
the same individualized studies major, we ask a department to construct a conventional major for future
students. The music business major and primate behavior and ecology major evolved from these beginnings.
Faced with 100-200 liberal studies individualized studies majors to review, the campus committee that reviews
individualized studies majors would recommend that a General Studies major be added to the catalog ."
Note:

The Individual Studies Major will not be deleted as it will continue to meet the needs of students
in the College of Business and College of Education and Professional Studies.

Exhibit D
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee Report
Program Name Change
B.S. Administrative Management specializations:
Office Management to
Office Systems to
Retail Management to

Administrative Management
Information Technology
Retail Management & Technology

B.A. Anthropology:
Museology Specialization to Museum Studies Specialization
Museology Minor - Museum Studies Minor

Program Deletion
Music: Teaching Instrumental Music (K-12) -Minor
Music: Teaching Broad area Choral and Instrumental Music (K-12)- Minor
Music: Teaching Choral Music (K-12)- Minor
Rationale: The deletion of the above minors is necessitated by the recent action of the OSPI of the state of
Washington, in which the endorsement of music as a supporting area has been eliminated .
B.A. Political Science Teaching- Major
Political Science Teaching - Minor

Miscellaneous Information
Biological Sciences- prefix change to BIOL replacing BISC, BOT, ZOOL

Current list of Student Evaluation Questions
Course
1.

2.
3.

1
I
I

Course objectives are clear
Course is well organized
This course challenged me intellectually

Quizzes and Workload
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Has an excellent knowledge of the subject matter
Teaching techniques motivated me to learn the
course matter
The Professor is genuinely interested in helping me
understand the subject
Found ways to help me/students answer their own
questions
Responds respectfully to students questions and
viewpoints
Clearly explains difficult concepts, ideas, and theories
(without talking down to the students)

2
2
2

3
3

3

4
4
4

5
5
5

Excellent

Very Poor

Assigned workload is appropriate for credit hours
Assigned homework is not just busywork
Exams/Quizzes concentrate on important points of the
course
Exams are clearly worded
Assignments are appropriately distributed throughout the
semester
Degree to which quizzes/scores are returned within a
reasonable time

Professor

Excellent

Very Poor

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Excellent

Very Poor

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

Roll Call 2000-01
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Robert
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BEAGHAN
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VACANT

BEATH
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BOWMAN

Andrea

BRAUNSTEIN

Michael

PALMQUIST

Bruce
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Patrick

SUN
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V'"

CANNCASCIATO

Daniel

JORGENSON

Jan

CAPLES

Minerva

BUTTERFIELD

Carol

COCHEBA

Don

GHOSH

Koushik

COLEMAN

Be a

BACKLUND

Phil

COOK

Jim

HECKART

Beverly

CULJAK

Toni

ABDALLA

Laila

D'ACQUISTO

Leo

NETHERY

Vince
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v

v

v
v

Y"" DELGADO

Cyril

ELY

Lisa

MELBOURNE

Tim

ENGLUND

Timothy

LIN

C.T.

EUBANKS

James

STAHELSKI

Anthony

Loretta

Ll
FAIRBURN

Charles X.

Gerald

Wayne

Lad

BENDER

William

HUBBARD

Brenda

HAWKINS

James
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Date: April 4, 2001
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name if you are not a Faculty Senator.

Discussion: Concerns were expressed about the in which we are as a university going to
evaluate programs for continuation at the university and I those considerations are primarily
economic considerations in a program like physics, where we have a very small number of
majors, where that number of majors is already considered border-line, a program like this could
actually draw students away from that program, if we don't receive credit for them, that could
jeopardize the opportunity of all student at the university to be able to participate in physics at the
upper division level. I see that as a serious academic consequence of a proposal like this. I
know you have asked that issue to be addressed, but the response didn't adequately address this
concern, it said this in fact is not an issue and if it is let the chips fall where they may. Senator
Braunstein , for that reason, cannot support the program and urged his colleagues to do the same.
Other small departments are concerned about the same issue. Meeting with deans they said that
this is least of the things we should be concerned about at this time. Toni stated that this was a
disconcerting answer and asked Dr. Mcintyre to respond to their response . Dr. Mcintyre
responded by stating in answer to your question, it is actually related to the performance-based
budgeting . My continued message is the number of majors is not the only criterion that would be
taken into account in performance-based budgeting. Centrality is one, while there may not be a
lot of physics majors, physics instruction to others is a centrality issue. Quality, would also be
taken into consideration. It doesn't boil down to the economic you described, the enrollment
productivity . There are other things that should be considered. I troubled that the answer you are
quoting to me that it is the least of the concerns . Performance-based budgeting looks at the
current state of the institution, looks for areas that must be sustained regardless of size in order
for the university to maintain the quality it has. Also looks at the possibilities for growth . Also
seeks to nurture and acknowledge areas of excellence. It does not come down to numbers alone
and I know there is that suspicion out there, but it is not about numbers alone. Clearly there is a
feeling that there is an audience out there of individuals that could be served by a general studies
program at this time. But not that it would be at the expense of other programs. Provost
Dauwalder stated that he supported the president's response. When we look at developing the
performance-budgeting measures we are looking at a number of factors . Some of them are the
numbers. One of the elements may be the number of graduates that we are looking at. That is
an element, but it is going to be one of many elements we are looking at. In fact actual
enrollment levels in courses is probably a stronger element than is essentially the number of
majors, which is only one factor. Senator Beath stated that she appreciates Michael's concern .
Both her prior concerns were addressed and feel better about it. Her opinion is if this is going to
be assisting some students, and I do not think the student population that would be interested in
this would be the students that would be a physics major. I can see this in terms of some
students that are not really quite sure what it is that they want to do with their career. Would give
them a solid foundation they can build on in life. Supports this as an alternative and one means
for students to get a solid education . Senator Spencer, not sure all courses would be appropriate
for a program like this. The music department has many courses such as individual lessons that
are one on one and I don't see that working well into this . Many students want to come to Central
and just study an instrument, but don't want a music major, we're committed as a department
towards developing a total musician-based on a liberal arts component. We are not a trade
school and I would see this as an alternative for these students to take advantage of. Like to see
more of departmental overview as to which courses are appropriate for this type of a major. I
think something is missing from that proposal in that sense. Senator Hubbard what the average
total of credits for the major would be . 60 credits is the average . Senator Lewis stated that the
second proposal addressed almost all of the concerns I had with the first proposal. Responded to
Senator Spencer by stating that it looks like some majors and areas have designated certain
courses as being inappropriate for this. Probably a question departments in CAH weighing in on
that and having that done. Asked Senator Williams to comment on the second proposal to see if
her concerns were addressed . Senator Cook, what are the foreign language requirements for
each of the majors. The same as any other BS/BA major, the same as those in the general
education major and the entrance requirement for all freshman which is two years of a foreign
language. Senator Williams make her comments: A lot of thought put into the project to bring the
spirit of generalized or a liberal studies major to Central. Support the spirit of this motion. Believe
that the classic liberal studies that has characterized higher education for literally hundreds of

years. Very traditional major and goes back a very long time in terms of its spirit. The
management proposal section is terrific and like the idea of having a committee and an entrance
course and an exit course that addressed her concerns regarding management. Echoed Senator
Spencer's concerns regarding the music departments concern. Some of the departments have
said they could use every class. I think that may be problematic because it carries with it the
implication that students can step into any course perhaps without the prerequisites that are
required. She know that is not the case, but does give the implication that all courses are
available to every student, whereas getting into a certain class, there are two courses required to
get in. Stressed the need that these students need good advising. Would like to see each
department sit down and create a list of courses or an explicit statement that they think that all the
courses in their discipline should qualify. This is her biggest concern. Not sure how she will vote,
if we vote today. If we approve it today, I would like to see that issue revisited when we get to the
three year mark. Finally, also understands Senator Braunstein's concern. I understand that the
administrative intentions with performance-based budgeting, but I also know what the faculty and
student concerns are and that we can't see around all the corners in front of us. Still a little bit
uncomfortable because it is ground I have not tread upon. Dr. Street stated that in responding to
Senator Braunstein's concerns regarding the number of students in small programs, I gathered by
the written comments from your last discussion of this proposal and from Michael's comments
today, that there is some concern that students migrating from traditional majors to the general
studies program, but I would like you to consider the possibility that greater migration may
happen in the other direction, that once having launched a career in general studies and
narrowed their interest to one broad area, that some students may then further migrate to
traditional majors that they might not otherwise have considered. The prospect of that helping out
currently small departments will be increased if we can attract more students to our campus and
centers as general studies students who may then discover more specific interests that lead them
to a traditional major. This is all speculative, as is the students may leave traditional majors. At
least there's an equal opportunity for students to migrate to traditional majors and that we should
not predict in advance how that will all turn out. Hope that you will consider again that you major
may actually benefit by this proposal. Senator Braunstein responded to comments regarding his
concern by stating that I would actually like the opportunity to take some of your physics students
and put together a general studies program, which may address more of what they would like to
do, create a little flexibility for student, but would feel constrained in the current economic
environment doing something like that because of the concern of jeopardizing the entire program.
The other thing we found in respect to physics is that it is typically not a reversible process,
students don't go either way with respect to a major like physics and other majors. There is a
very stiff prerequisite structure and we already disappoint a large number students as
sophomores and juniors that want to be a physics major, and after looking at the program, it
would take 4 more years to finish the major because they haven't been working in that from the
starting point. The flexibility for doing that just isn't there for the physics department. Getting
some conflicting messages in communications received by Senator Culjak and from the president
concerning how the performance-based budgeting will work and listening to discussions from
both sides about how that will work and in consideration of that I would at least like the time to get
more of a feeling about how that particular process will fall out before I make a decision on this
issue and therefore I move to table this particular motion.
The motion to table will go like this:
Motion No. 01-24 (Passed): Senator Braunstein proposed a motion that was adopted: "Table
Motion No. 01-23: Addition of BAIBS General Studies Program, in order to evaluate whether the
final form of performance-based-budgeting will adequately address academic considerations in
the evaluation of programs."

